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Featured Resources
eBook
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Optimizing the Customer Experience
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Webinar
The Business Value of Extending the Digital Thread

Watch Now
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Solutions

Processes
New Product Development
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Design and Engineering
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eBook
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Optimizing the Customer Experience
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Platform

Platform
Built on Salesforce
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eBook
The ultimate guide for product value creation and capture.

Read More
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PricingCustomers

success
Customer Case Studies
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Featured Resources
eBook
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Optimizing the Customer Experience
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Webinar
The Business Value of Extending the Digital Thread
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Converged by Propel 
Industry-leading articles, videos, and podcasts at the intersection of product innovation and market evolution.


Read the latest
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E-Book
Resource Title Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit Amet
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Converged Blog Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed risus arcu, imperdiet ac pretium mattis, gravida varius nibh.
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Get Started

Resource Library



Datasheet
Tech-Clarity: Drive Growth by Connecting the Digital Thread Through Product Commercialization
The lack of an efficient digital product thread significantly hinders company growth. Learn how to exceed revenue goals and customer expectations by better connecting your team and processes through a central technology solution.
Read More
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Webinar
The Product Information Disconnect
In this Converged Live webinar, Tech-Clarity's president & founder Jim Brown joins Propel's Tom Shoemaker and Mark Boles to examine the cause of the product information disconnect—and how to solve it.
Watch Now
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Webinar
Harmonize Product, Quality, & Customer Processes
Why is it important to be an agent of change for your business? At the first-ever Salesforce Manufacturing Summit in December 2022, Ray Hein of Propel and Michael Farr of MSA Safety present.
Watch Now
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Webinar
Product Value Management in the Age of Disruption
In this Converged Live webinar, Propel's Tom Shoemaker is joined by CIMdata's Peter Bilello and Meyer Sound's Chris Conner to discuss how product value management (PVM) can not only ready you for the next disruption, but help you to thrive.
Watch Now
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Webinar
A Marketer's Guide to Engaging Product Experiences
In this Converged Live webinar, Propel's Jill Mueller is joined by Salesforce's Frank Borovsky as they discuss the messy history of disconnected product information platforms... and how that all changes with the future of seamless, omnichannel data visibility.
Watch Now
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[image: ]Tech-Clarity: Drive Growth by Connecting the Digital Thread Through Product Commercialization
The lack of an efficient digital product thread significantly hinders company growth. Learn how to exceed revenue goals and customer expectations by better connecting your team and processes through a central technology solution.

Datasheet

Read More
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[image: ]Product Value Management Handbook
The ultimate guide for product value creation and capture. Learn why fast-moving companies need PVM to remain competitive.

eBook

Read More
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[image: ]CIMdata Commentary: Product Value Management in the Age of Disruption
In an age of disruption caused by rapid evolution of technology and volatility of supply, products must engage the market with a clear communication of their value.

Datasheet

Read More
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[image: ]Propulsion 2023
Propel customers and industry leaders share how product companies and manufacturers are fueling growth with product innovation.

Propulsion

Watch Now
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[image: ]The Product Information Disconnect
In this Converged Live webinar, Tech-Clarity's president & founder Jim Brown joins Propel's Tom Shoemaker and Mark Boles to examine the cause of the product information disconnect—and how to solve it.

Webinar

Watch Now
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[image: ]Harmonize Product, Quality, & Customer Processes
Why is it important to be an agent of change for your business? At the first-ever Salesforce Manufacturing Summit in December 2022, Ray Hein of Propel and Michael Farr of MSA Safety present.

Webinar

Watch Now
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Thank You!

We’ve received your contact request. A member of our team will be reaching out shortly to set up a time to talk via email.

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.





Unlock the full value of your product data.
Get the platform that actually connects product and commercial teams to drive growth.
Get Started
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[image: ]451 El Camino Real, Suite 110 Santa Clara, CA 95050
info@propelsoftware.com(408) 755-3780
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An industry newsletter you’ll actually want to read.
Get insights delivered weekly.





Thank you! Check your email for confirmation.

Oops! Please enter your email.
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